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Thursday, April 28. 2005

That 70's Sock!
Here is a relatively unexciting picture of my sock progress. I realized that my sock colors are also pretty 70's, and I think
they'd go great with my wacky sweater! Today in class I worked the heel, did the heel turning (my first) and then during
a review session for Microbiology (not one of my favorite topics), I picked up the stitches for the gusset. Today was a
frustrating day, school is getting pretty old at this point, I'm ready to be done. So I came home feeling beat and in need
of some awesome diversions. I was hoping for a relaxing episode of the OC, and instead I got GWB's stupid White
House press conference. I made use of the time by knitting, but finally had to leave when I realized there would be no
Ryan, Seth, Summer and Marissa to ease my pain. Is it just me, or does our president seem to slur his speech? He's
also a complete loser, and I got even more frustrated watching him talk. The rhetoric of this administration really bums
me out. Its hard to listen to a rich, silver-spoon in the mouth person talking about hard working Americans. I'm sure he
doesn't know people who work three jobs just to put food on the table, and doesn't really care about their problems.

Posted by Mia in Knitting, Ramblings at 21:22
Adam's cousin who's marrying us says Dubya has all the classic signs of a recovering alcoholic...which he is, after all.
I love the socks - they totally match the baby sweater I'm going to make out of the discontinued Mission Falls 1824 cotton I snatched
up at Seaport Yarns last week. Maybe by the time I get around to knitting it, you'll have a baby and I can give it to you so the kid will
match your feet! You must teach me how to make sock heels when we see each other in June.
Anonymous on Apr 29 2005, 08:55
I completely and totally agree!! You're knitting up (and posting!) a storm over here - and everything is beautiful. What kind of sock
yarn is that (I'd love to have self patterning yarn line up in stripes like that)? I'm half hoping you'll say Lorna's Laces so that I'll know
there is hope for my skeins....
Did you order the yarn from handpainted yarns online, or via ebay? I've contacted them in the past with questions and they've taken a
long, long time to get back to me. If someone I know had a good experience I'd be more apt to try them in the future.
Anonymous on Apr 29 2005, 09:03
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